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1. Background Information 

This group of people named Mboi refer claimed that the original initial indigenous name was Mei 
People. “Mboi Language got the name from the onset at the Tower of Babel (The Biblical historical place 
which nursed a belief that it was the first place of Language variations creation)” Abi (2021ː7) According 
to him the name was from the two words mei (meyi) meaning “I say that…” and ɓoi sometimes 
adressed as aɓoi meaning “brother or fellow” (as of male). These were the keywords that gave signals to 
the first group of people to identify themselves as “people of the same language”. These terminologies 
were used between them until the time that other languages identified them with the regular use of 
ɓoi, mei…  “Brother, I say that…” Although linguistically, the word “mboi” is seldom used among Mboi 
people to refer to as an interrogative sentence (what is the reason?). Therefore, by the frequent use of 
the terms ɓoi, aɓoi, mei and mboi, it became a day-to-day words in the hearing of most of the people 
around them and were continued to be addressed as “The People of Mboi” and they themselves proudly 
agreed with the name given unto them since it was an acceptable and remarkable word being used 
among them. 

  1.0. Locationː Based on Joshua project (2001-2005), Mboi people are located mostly in Song Local 
Government Area the central part of Adamawa, in the North-East of part of Nigeria.  

Their settlement is at neighbouring with Gombi Local Government Area from the North, Shelleng from 
West, Fufore from East and Girei from the South. All these are the LGAs in Adamawa State of Nigeria. 
They are from the language family. 

1.02. Neighbouring language Groupsː  

The people as a language group and a community as well has a large place occupied by them as 
monolingual, although, mixed with a few number of other different language speakers and surrounded 
by a few groups of others as Ɓənah-Yungur, Ga’anda, Gudu, Lala, Hausa, Fulfulde and Ɓwatiye 
communities.  

 

 

 

1.03. Population Estimate 

Mboi Language is a group of people that has a population of about 19,000 as of Nigerian Population 
Census 1992. Also, about 37,000 speakers according to Joshua project (2001-2005).  Similarly, in Mboi 
District where almost all the people in the covered area are Mboi by tribe is massively occupied with 
settlements scattered among the mountainous and hilly land. The tarred Federal road passes through 
the settlement thereby dividing the district into two. The right hand settlements is only 30% and are 
living by the road side but the left hand side communities extended into plateau areas of Mboi which is 
rich with mineral resources. Almost 70% of those by the left are far away from the road and the LGA 
Headquarter.  

1.04. Dialectsː Dialect according to Andrian, refers to a form of language that is regarded as 
“substandard,” “incorrect,” or “corrupt,” as opposed to the “standard,” “correct,” or “pure” form of a 
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language. He says that, it is a technical term in linguistics, carries no such value judgment and simply 
refers to a distinct form of a language. 

Therefore, to Andrian, “it is notoriously difficult, however, to define precisely what a dialect is, and in 
fact the term has come to be used in various ways. The classic example of a dialect is the regional 
dialectː the distinct form of a language spoken in a certain geographical area”. (1995ː260) whereas, we 
can also speak of a social dialect: the distinct form of a language spoken by members of a specific 
socioeconomic class, such as working-class, dialects in England or the ghetto languages in the United 
States. But for the reason of the Mboi language dialectal differentiation, we are considering ethnic 
dialect.  

In the dialectical comparison of Mboi Language, although Blench (2019) says that the language has three 
dialects (Mboi, Handa and Banga). According to him, Handa seemed to be another language. But based 
on Abi’s research and being close to the language group for at least 20 years for observation, and also 
the proof given by the language stakeholders, the language has only two dialects. Therefore, Mboi is a 
name of the language and it represent a dialect also, then Handa which involves Banga as well, although 
with a little sub-variation under Mboi named ‘wambəta’ but the ‘wambəta’ has no independent 
differences that can make it to be regarded as a dialect of its own. 

The classification of the villages is represented bellow: 

S/No Dialects The number of Villages and towns each dialect has 
1 Mboi Sigire, Golontaɓal, Baawo, Nadɗa, Ɓokki, Mbilla, Garintuwo, Bwarangai, Livo, Gulgul, 

Kesure, Zangra, Baitalami, Gakta, Daɗe, Murvəci, Gulungo, Garin Mission, Gejeli, 
Gerwel, Perwel, Lewa, Kəngo, Moddo, Shitto, Wuro modi, Jambutu, Kasamən, 
Kwayar, Bishi, Bumbo, Wantoro, Dame, Wuro Yeso, Baranga, Wurcibca, Kance, and 
Cikkol and etc. 

2 Handa Banga, Handa, Kuɓa, Bəne, Zəne, Kaulara, Zumbe, Diɓade and Ɓundu and etc.  
 

The table below shows some common dialectal variations of the two major dialects of Mboi language 
which I mentioned earlier (Mboi and Handa) the variations seems to be consistent and clear. There are 
no much irregularities in their differences. 

S/No Mboi  Handa Gloss in English 
1 Mbiya Mbəra  Water 
2 Kitiya  Kucira  corn stock 
3 Pitiya  Picira  Food 
4 Semfandayau?  Semfandərau? 

 
Is it not like that? 

5 Hayau?  Harau?  Is it like that? 
Looking at the illustration above, the variation of Handa from Mboi at some of the word level is ‘r’ for 
‘y’. 

1.05. Linguistic Classificationː Mboi Language is from the language family of Niger Congo family which is 
said to be the world’s third language family in terms of speakers and Africa’s largest in terms of 
geographical area, number of speakers and the number of distinct languages, described as the largest 
language family in the world. It belongs to Ɓənah forms a branch of Adamawa spoken in central 
Adamawa state, Eastern Nigeria ‘Benah, Benah-Mboi 1258’ (Glottoloc). The language has the code of 
identification ‘moi’ (Ethnologue 18th ed. 2015)    
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1.06. Vernacular Publicationsː There are some publications that are produced by many writers, though 
not with the language orthography but the one that used the mbo language orthography are written by 
the same author in 2021ː Reading and Writing Mboi Language; Kawoyi nə  Doroyi ɗa Ihyɑ̃ wa Mboi, and 
Gəna Ada cimiyã (Lord’s Prayer) 

1.07. Language Useː It is realized that the Languages regularly used among the Mboi apart from Mboi 
Language itself, the native speakers also speak Ɓəna-Yungur, Lala, Gudu, Ɓata, Hausa, Fulfulde and 
English Languages. The use of English among youths and Hausa languages in most cases is because they 
see it as official or commercial languages. And Hausa is seen as Language of Wider Communication. 

The issue of using other languages as advantages over the Mother Tongue in some segments of life is 
just of the recent. It is said that, in the past years when they were youth among 85% of communication 
in worships, markets, festivals was in their local language. Maybe “the only isolated event that stayed 
and lasted long under the influence of Hausa language is worship. This is because the early missionaries 
reached to them by the use of Hausa language, and with the Hausa Bible.  Almost everything was 
conducted in Hausa language”. Although now its result is declining and the Mother Tongue is taking over 
as orientation are taking place by some lovers of linguistics and Mother Tongue usage. 

 GRAMMAR 

 Grammar “is a process of describing the structure of phrases and sentences in such a way that we 
account for all the sequence in a language”. Yule (2006:74). There are many approaches to the study of 
language. In this book we are going to discuss with illustration the structure that Mboi language has in 
consideration of the language speakers being born with the capacity to use it. We will focus mainly on 
the formal characteristics of the language structure (“which is seeking to uncover the rules that 
‘generate’ well-formed sentence”) Pavey (2010:1) 

Therefore, in trying to discuss the grammar of Mboi language, we will be looking gradually in to the 
structures and the functions of some of the grammatical elements and how they function in phrases, 
clauses and sentences.  

2. Noun System 

The structure of noun classes in Mboi language is a bit complex. This is because the discovered noun 
classes are eleven (11) including loan words group, and then the nominalized verbs which makes it a 
total of twelve (12) noun classes. Each of these is carefully described in this book for a reader to grasp a 
clear picture of the language use as naturally as it is in order also to help in maintaining the use of the 
language among the speakers.  

Therefore, for the purpose of this book we are considering the [zɑ, -ɑ +zɑ, tɑ, dɑ, mbɑ, mbɑ+tɑ, won, 
won-mɑ, mɑ, -ɑ + ɑ, and -ɑ +ta forms] as forms of pluralizing nouns, and we shall be looking at them one 
after the other. 

i. [zɑ] form 

The [zɑ] is added as a suffix to the noun head in order to make a plural form of the word suffixed. Based 
on observation, the percentage of the words that is pluralized by the affixation of [zɑ] is high and almost 
higher than any other form. Look carefully at the examples bellow:   

Singular form Plural Form 
Data Gloss Data Gloss 
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ɑ̃ palm rat ɑ̃zɑ Palm rats 
ɑbɑre Sperm ɑbɑrzɑ Sperms 
bũ Hole Bũũzɑ holes 
ɑmɑdɑzəmbul red neck ɑmɑdɑzəmbulzɑ red necks 
ɑduwure village head ɑdɑwurzɑ village heads 
ɑdurgənɑ bambara nut ɑdurgənɑzɑ bambara nuts 
Kutɑ Mouse kutɑzɑ mice 
ɑɡɑdɑmbɑre dorsal fin ɑɡɑdmbɑrzɑ dorsal fins 

kwɑtɑ Dandruff kwɑtɑzɑ dandruffs 
dhɑ̃ baby sling dhɑ̃zɑ baby slings 
 

ii. [-ɑ + zɑ] form 

In this way of pluralisation, the first [ɑ] phoneme that begins the noun head is dropped and an addition 
of [zɑ] at the end of the word as a suffix.  

See the examples below on how words are pluralised in this form. Care should be taken by the reader in 
order to avoid the mixture of this form and (za form). They are two different formations of plurals in 
Mboi language. Look at the examples below for more clarification. 

Singular Form Plural Form 

Data Gloss Data Gloss 
ɑeɡbɑŋɡe lizard ɡbɑngzɑ Lizards 

ɑfene cooking pot fənzɑ cooking pots 
ɑbwɑ dog bwɑzɑ dogs 
ɑbwɑriɡeyɑ fox bwɑriɡezɑ foxes 

ɑbəlɑ chisel ebəlɑzɑ chisel 

ɑhuze uncle huzɑ uncles 
    

ɑkhĩ dish/calabash khũzɑ dishes/calabashes 

ɑɡənɑbide vampire ɡənɑ bidəzɑ vampires 

 

iii. [ tɑ ] form 

The [tɑ] is added as a suffix to the root word or head noun to form a plural of the word. Just like (za 
form) is, and so this form is formed by the suffixation of some singular words most especially nouns.  

Singular Form Plural Form 

Data Gloss Data Gloss 
kunglungyɑ tortoise kunglungtɑ tortoises 
kuyɑ robe kuutɑ robes 

dimyɑ̃ heel dimtɑ Heel 

ɗokomyɑ chin ɗokomtɑ chins 
ndongya bat ndongtɑ Bats 

mbəlyɑ radius mbəltɑ radiuses 
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iv. [ dɑ] form 

The [dɑ] is added as a suffix to the root word or head noun to form a plural of the word. The examples 
bellow shows the [dɑ] plural formation in Mboi Languageː- 

 

Singular Form Plural Form 

Data Gloss Data Gloss 
ɓɑ̃ɓãkyɑ mymphaea nelumbo 

tree 
ɓɑ̃ɓɑkdɑ mymphaea nelumbo 

trees 
ciyɑ faeces cidɑ Faeces 
cĩyɑ̃ ‘Charcoal’ cindɑ ‘Charcoals’ 
ɗoɡoyɑ ‘buttock’ ɗogodɑ ‘buttocks’ 

kɑɡəjɑ ‘raft’ kɑɡdɑ ‘rafts’ 
kɑrɑŋɡəyɑ ‘feather’ kɑrɑngdɑ ‘feathers’ 

Kəmyɑ̃ ‘fur’ Kəmdɑ ‘furs’ 

kɑhtɑmyɑ 
 

‘testis’ kɑhtɑmdɑ ‘testes’  

 

v.  [mbɑ] Form 

The [mbɑ] plural Form is realised when the noun head has an attachment of [mbɑ] as a prefix. In this 
case the attachments come before the head nouns. It is contrary to the suffixation in plural formation. 
See the few examples below:- 

Singular Form Plural Form 
Data Gloss Data Gloss 
ɑa ‘child’ mbɑ ‘children’ 
ɑacene ‘girl’ mbɑtonɑ ‘girls’ 
ɑakre ‘boy’ mbɑkrɑ ‘boys’ 
ɑshiɗe ‘hut’ mbɑshiɗɑ ‘huts’ 
ɑabərɑ ‘first born’ mbɑbərɑ ‘first borns’ 
ɑɡɑde ‘water pass’ mbɑɡɑdɑ ‘water pass’  
 

vi. [mbɑ+tɑ] Form 

The case of [mbɑ+tɑ] form is another plural formation on its own. It refers to the type that has both 
prefix and suffix of it. The [mbɑ] is prefixed and the [tɑ] is suffixed on the singular noun head and so it 
becomes a plural. 

Read the few examples below carefully to get more idea about this type of plural formationː- 

Singular Form Plural Form 

Data Gloss Data Gloss 

nuyɑ̃ head nutɑ Heads 
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ɑbwore ‘puppy’ mbɑbworetɑ ‘puppies’ 
ɑkede ‘finger’ mbɑketɑ ‘fingers’ 
 

vii. [won] Form 

The plural formation in this case is having the addition of [won] as a prefix to the noun word. This form 
is applied to persons alone and they are mostly words that describe a person with his profession or 
attitude. It is not possible to find such formation used on inanimate. 

Singular Form Plural Form 

Data Gloss Data Gloss 
ɑcidɑn ‘corward’ woncidɑnɑ ‘corwards’ 
ɑɗimsə ‘wise person’ wonɗimsə ‘wise people’ 
ɑnɡəlɑ ‘clergy man’ wonɡəlɑ ‘clergy men’ 
ɑncime ‘messenger’ woncimo ‘messengers’ 
ɑmpətɑɗoɗe ‘king’s assistant’ wonpətɑɗoɗe ‘king’s assistants’ 
ɑnkɑfike ‘soldier’ wonkɑfike ‘soldiers’ 
 

viii. [won-mɑ] Form 

The [won-mɑ] is similar to the case of [mbɑ+tɑ] form, it is another way of plural formation. It refers to 
the plural formation that has both prefix and suffix of it. The [won] is prefixed and the [mɑ] is suffixed 
on the singular noun head. See the tabled information below for clarityː- 

Singular Form Plural Form 

Data Gloss Data Gloss 
ɑɡbene ‘squirrel’ wonɡbenmɑ ‘squirrels’ 
ɑɗefe ‘month’ wonɗefmɑ ‘months’ 
ɑdure ‘groundnut’ wondurmɑ ‘groundnuts’ 
ɑre ‘hoe’ wonremɑ ‘hoes’ 
 

ix. [mɑ] Form 

In the [mɑ] form of pluralisation the noun head is added with the suffix [mɑ]. The table bellows provides 
you with the comprehensive illustration for clarity.  

Singular Form Plural Form 

Data Gloss Data Gloss 
bɑro ‘branch’ bɑrmɑ ‘branches’ 
benglo ‘leg’ benglmɑ ‘legs’ 
cenyɑ̃ ‘anvil’ cenmɑ ‘anvils’ 
furyɑ ‘flower’ furmɑ ‘flowers’ 
ɡiɗã ‘spear’ ɡiɗãmɑ ‘spears’ 
ɡishɑ̃ ‘yam’ ɡishɑ̃mɑ ‘yams’ 

mezɑ ‘saliva’ mezmɑ ‘salivas’ 
Pəlɑ ‘wing’ Pəlɑmɑ ‘wings’ 
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vĩso ‘star’ vĩsmɑ ‘stars’ 
 

x. [-ɑ + ɑ] Form 

In this case, the first letter of the noun head which used to be a vowel particularly [ɑ] is dropped then 
the remaining group of letters attracts the [ɑ] as the end as a suffix.  

In adding the [ɑ] phoneme as a suffix, it normally replaces a phoneme which most at times are [e] and [i] 
vowels. Look carefully at the data below for examples.  

Singular Form Plural Form 

Data Gloss Data Gloss 
ɑkre ‘husband/man’ krɑ ‘husbands/men’ 
ɑmɑshi ‘sister in-law’ mɑsɑ ‘sister in-laws’ 
ɑkobe ‘younger 

brother/sister’ 
kobɑ ‘younger 

brothers/sisters 
ɑvele ‘king’ velɑ ‘kings’ 
ɑnduɡene ‘brother in-law nduɡɑno ‘brother in-laws’ 
The use of [-ɑ + ɑ] Form is used in titles of humans or relationship names. 

xi. [-ɑ + tɑ] Form 

The [-ɑ + tɑ] form refers to a vowel particularly [ɑ] is dropped then the remaining group of letters 
attracts the [tɑ] as the end as a suffix. The examples are given below. 

Singular Form Plural Form 

Data Gloss Data Gloss 
ɑvərvər ‘beetle’ Vərvərtɑ ‘beetles’ 
ɑkelenɡe ‘he-goat’ kelengtɑ ‘he-goats’ 
ɑkecekɑle ‘smallest toe’ kecekɑltɑ ‘smallest toes’ 
The deletion of initial [ɑ] from root word and add [tɑ] as suffix (- ɑ + tɑ) to form plural is mostly on 
animates. 

xii. Loan Words 

Loan words are those copied from other languages as a result of not having the words from the onset or 
being influenced by the frequent use of the nearby languages vocabularies around the affected language 
group. 

Singular Form Plural Form 

Data Gloss Data Gloss 
ɗerwel ‘book’ ɗerwelzɑ ‘books’ 
ɑlɑrba ‘Wednesday’ ɑlɑrbɑzɑ ‘Wednesdays’ 
The two borrowed words are ɗerwel from Fulfulde ‘ɗerwel’ and ɑlɑrba from Hausa ‘laraba’, though 
Fulfulde itself refer Wednesday as ɑlɑrba. 

2.1. Nominalization 
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Nominalized verbs are the noun words that are formed from actions. In this work there are different 
forms of nominalization. Most of them are formed by adding [ɑn] as prefixes while others occur 
irregularly of which there is no pattern to describe them. Every word is formed from its root word in no 
relation with the other. 

Verbs Gloss Formed nouns Gloss 
Bra ‘to begin’ brɑyi ‘beginning’ 
Cime ‘to send’ ɑncime ‘messenger’ 
rək ‘to plant’ ɑnrəkoyi ‘planter’ 
zɑ̃ ‘to dig’ ɑnzɑ̃ye ‘digger’ 
vɑ̃ ‘to deceive’ vɑdzɑ ‘lie’ 
ɗim ‘to think’ ɑnɗimsə ‘wise person’ 
ɡɑn ‘to speak’ ɡɑno ‘speech’ 

  

3. Pronominal Forms. 

The following are some of the pronominal forms of Mboi Languageː 
3.1. Subject Pronoun 

The subject pronouns are in two different ways for the 1st and 2nd SG. It depends on the time or the 
environment being used at. For examplesː if ‘I’ on the normal circumstance or in isolation is to be used, 
it is [inne] but when in a statement it becomes [nə]. Also, when referring to ‘you’ ‘2SG’.  On a normal 
ground, it is [inɡe] but when in a sentence it uses [nɡə]. On the other hand, the singular and the plural 
subject pronouns are different and clear from each other. 

Person Numbers 
 

Singular Gloss Plural Gloss 

1st  inne/nə  I ndɑ we (incld. 2nd) 

tɑ we (excld. 2nd) 

2nd   inɡe/nɡə you zɑ you 

3rd  ɑ he/she wu they 

 

3.2. Object Pronouns 

The object pronoun in Mboi Language shows that the singular and the plural object pronouns are 
different and clear from each other, only that the 3PL. can be in two ways of a phonemic representation. 
This is not because of the environmental influence; rather, it is a free variant. Any one of them can be 
used at anywhere and anytime. See the examples belowː 

Person Numbers 
 
Singular Gloss Plural Gloss 

1st   mən   me məndɑ we (incld. 2nd) 

mətɑ we (excld. 2nd) 
2nd   mɑ you sɑ you 
3rd  ɑdɑ him/her Woda them 
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3.3. Indirect Object Pronoun 

The indirect object pronoun at the singular stage functions differently but in the same as that one of the 
direct one object pronoun in plurals. 

 
 
Person 
  Singular Plural  
1st   nə mədɑ 

 
Incld. 
2nd  

  mətɑ excld. 
2nd  

2nd  nɡe zɑ 
3rd  ɑd dɑ 
 

 

3.4. Possessive Pronouns 

Looking at the possessive pronouns of Mboi Language, it is realized that it functions almost as a phrase  
‘my own’ ‘your own’ ‘his/her own’ etc. therefore, that is how the language works. The use of the 
progressive is unlike English language as in other parts of its grammar. 

 

 

 

 

3.5. Possessive Adjective 

Below is the example of the possessive adjectives of Mboi Languageː- 

Person 

Singular Plural 
1st     no njemi 

 
2nd  yɑyi wozo 

Person 

Singular Plural 
1st     nemi wɑdo Incld. 

2nd   
wɑto Excld. 

2nd     
2nd   wɑyi ʒeɓi 
3rd  wɑdo wodo 
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3rd  di wodo 
 

3.6. Reciprocals 

Reciprocal is a pronoun that indicates a reciprocal relationship. Anytime something is done or given in 
return, reciprocal pronouns are used. Below is an example showing how Mboi Language reciprocal 
pronouns are. 

Person 
 
 

 
Numbers 

Plural 

1st  wɑdɑ 

2nd  wɑdɑ 

3rd  wɑdɑ 

 

3.7. Reflexives 

A reflexive pronoun is an anaphoric pronoun that must be conferential with another nominal within the 
same clause. This section shows grammatically how the reflexive pronouns of Mboi Language functions.  

Person 
 
 

Number 

Singular Plural 

1st  ihĩno ihĩwɑdo  
Incld. 2nd  

ihĩto 
 

excld. 2nd  

2nd  ihyɑ̃ yi ihĩzo 

3rd  ihĩji ihĩwodo 

Note: The [Ìhi ̃̃̀ nó] means ‘myself’ which can directly be translated as ‘my mouth’ but it always sound 
clear and different from ordinary ‘my mouth’ 

3.8. Independent/Emphatic Pronoun 

This is used for emphasis; a word like ‘myself’ is called like emphatic pronoun. 

Person 
 
 

Number 

Singular Plural 

1st  ne idɑ  
Incld. 2nd  

 
itɑ 

excld. 2nd  

2nd  nɡe izɑ 

3rd  ɑdɑ od 
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3.9. 2.9 Logophoric pronouns 

The logophoric pronouns are specially-formed anaphors that are morphologically distinct from the 
typical pronouns of a language. Below is the representation of the logophoric pronouns of Mboi 
Language. 

a. Orthographic formː a ke aga wo (another  person) 

Underlying formː   ɑ          ke    ɑ         ɡɑ wo 

Gloss lineː             3rd SG  said 3rdSG  will come 

Free translation ː He said he (another person) will come 

b. Orthographic formː a ke iga wo (the same person) 

Underlying formː     ɑ        ke      i             ɡɑ   wo 

Gloss lineː              3rdSG.  said   3SG         will  come (the same person) 

Free translation ː he said he will come 

In the 3PL. the pronoun form representing the speaker himself and talking about another party is the 
same. Let’s look at the sentence belowː- 

c. Orthographic formː wu ke wuga tamyẽ (whether the same or another person) 

Underlying formː  wu       ke       wuga             tamyẽ 

Gloss lineː           3rdPLR  said    3rdPLR+will  do  NEG. 

Free translation ː they said they will not do 

4. Noun Phrases 

4.1. Demonstratives  

The markers for demonstratives are derived from the words <nda/ya>, <ye>, <wa> <we> and <wawe>. 
Demonstratives occur last in phrases where they take place, usually after the head noun. The 
demonstrative does not adjust in form or tone when it occurs in a different environment. In Mboi 
language demonstratives are marked differently when they mark something afar off. Also plurals are 
marked inversely; it is the same all over. Look at examples below and compare singulars with pluralsː 

a. Orthographic formː abwa ya  

Underlying formː ɑbwɑ yɑ 

Gloss lineː             dog    this 

Literal Translationː This dog 

 

b. Orthographic formː abwa ye 
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Underlying formː ɑbwɑ   ye 

Gloss lineː             dog      that (close distance) 

Literal Translationː that dog 

 

c. Orthographic formː abwa ye 

Underlying formː ɑbwɑ  ye  

Gloss lineː             dog     that (afar off) 

Literal Translationː that dog 

d. Orthographic formː kra wa  

Underlying formː  krɑ  wɑ 

Gloss lineː             men these 

Literal Translationː these men 

 

e. Orthographic formː kra we 

Underlying formː krɑ   we 

Gloss lineː             men  those (close distance) 

Literal translationː those men 

 

f. Orthographic formː kra wawe 

Underlying formː krɑ       wɑwe 

Gloss lineː              men    those (afar off) 

Literal Translationː those men 
 

4.2 Numerals  

Numbers have independent roots from unit 1-10 while for all other group of tenth emerges from the 
same root. 

Take for example 

Orthographic form: nə biye bwazən fici 
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Underlying formː  nə   biye bwazə  -n      fici 

Gloss lineː              1SG see  dogs   PAST  NUM. 

Literal Translationː I saw two dogs 

Numerals Tone Gloss 
fɑndi ˨ ˦ one 
fici ˨ ˦ two 
tɑɡən ˨ ˦ three 
kurun ˨ ˦ four 
wonon ˨ ˦ five 
minjike ˦ ˨ ˨ six 
mbutu ˧ ˧ seven 
kurunkurun ˨ ˨ ˦ ˦ eight 
Wononkurun ˨ ˨ ˦ ˦ nine 
Bu ˦ ten 
bu hɑ fɑndi ˨ ˦ ˨ ˦ eleven 
bu hɑ fici ˨ ˦ ˦ ˨ twelve 

 
Looking at the tone on ‘ten’ it is pronounced High but anything from eleven is built on the [bu] ‘ten’ and 
it goes with a Low tone. 

4.3. Cardinals 

A cardinal numeral or cardinal number word is a part of speech used to count. These are ‘one, two, 
three, four and the compounds three hundred, forty-two’ etc. for the purpose of this research we are 
considering only some of Mboi Language cardinals from the lowest level. 

Orthographic form: ɗunguldə kurun 

Underlying formː ɗunɡuldə     kurun 

Gloss lineː              stones         four 

Literal translationː four stones 

4.4. Ordinals 

In linguistics, ordinal numerals or number words are words representing position or rank in a sequential 
order; the rder maybe of size, importance chronology, and so on. For example ‘first, second, third and 
etc‘. 

In Mboi language there is a single discovered way of marking an ordinal in mboi language. This is by the 
use [ɑ] as prefix to the root numeral and [nje] as suffix is attatched after the numeral marker and make 
it ordinal. See example belowː 

Orthographic formː zã afandije 

Underlying formː zɑ̃         ɑ         fɑndi je 

Gloss lineː             snake    ORD. One   ORD. 
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Literal Translationː first snake 

4.5. Quantifier 

Quantifiers in natural language corresponds to words, such as every, some most, few and many others. 

The quantifiers in mboi Language are < ɡenɡu, dəm, hɑnɡən, ɡundo > 

The use of ɡeŋɡu quantifies; ‘few and small‘ while dəm quantifies ‘many and alot‘ then hɑnɡən refers to 
‘enough‘ and lastly ɡundo describe ‘majority‘ 

For exampleː 

Orthographic formː bwazə gengu 

Underlying formː bwɑzə gengu 

Gloss lineː              dogs    few 

Free Translationː few dogs 

Noteː it is realised by the researcher that in Mboi Language, anything qualifying, modifying or quantiying 
comes after the noun it is describing. 

4.6. Determiners  

Determiners come immediately after the head noun in Mboi Language. 

For examplesː 

a. Orthographic formː abwa she, bwazə she 

Underlying formː  abwa    she,                bwazə       she 

Gloss lineː               dog      the,                 dogs          the 

Free Translationː the dog, the dogs 

 

b. Orthographic formː abwage, bwazəgo 

Underlying formː abwa   ge,                        bwazə   go 

Gloss lineː             dog    Indf. DETM.         dogs    Indf. DETM. 

Free Translationː certain dog, certain dogs. 

c. orthographic formː bwazə mənu 
Underlying formː bwazə mənu 

Gloss lineː              dogs     which 

Free Translationː  which dogs 
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The researcher discovered that in Mboi Language, the determiners always come after the noun it is 
pointing to. 

 

4.7. Adjectives 

a. Orthographic formː anam gishi ya 

Underlying formː anam gishi ya 

Gloss lineː           animal  big   DETM. 

Free translationː big animal 

  

b. Orthographic formː anam gengu ya 

Underlying formː anam    gengu      ya 

Gloss lineː             animal   small     DETM. 

Free translationː small animal 

 

c. Orthographic formː akhĩ fifi ya 

Underlying formː akhĩ             fifi    ya 

Gloss lineː           calabash      new   DETM. 

Free translationː new calabash 

  

d. Orthographic formː kpəlang pak-pak ya 

Underlying formː kpəlang pak-pak ya 

Gloss lineː               stick     light      DETM. 

Free translationː light stick 

In qualifying or describing a noun, the noun being qualified comes first before the adjective. Here in 
qualifying a stick the noun does not appear fully (both in written and production form). Instead of 
<kpəlango> ‘stick’ it becomes kpəlang. The final vowel drops. 

e. Orthographic formː kpəlang dəbdəb ya,  

Underlying formː  kpəlang dəbdəb ya 

Gloss lineː              stick      heavy  DETM. 
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Free translationː heavy stick 

 

f. Orthographic formː gombəl hiizo 

Underlying formː     gombəl hiizo 

Gloss lineː                 okra       dried 

Free translationː dried okra 

 

f. Orthographic formː gombəl sh̃a 

Underlying formː gombəl      sh̃a 

Gloss lineː             okra         cooked 

Free translationː cooked okra 

 

g. Orthographic formː gombəl ləngo 

Underlying formː gombəl ləngo 

Gloss lineː               okra     blended 

Free translationː blended okra 

 

h. Orthographic formː gombəl jiyo 

Underlying formː gombəl    jiyo 

Gloss lineː              okra       burnt 

Free translationː burnt okra 

 

i. Orthographic formː gombəl hã 

Underlying formː gombəl     hã 

Gloss lineː             okra        germinated 

Free translationː germinated okra 

 

4.8. Possessive Phrase 
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In Mboi Language, the object possessed comes first before the possessor then followed by the 
possessive marker. The possessive marker is marked [no] as of 1.SG and by a determiner [yɑ] for other 
persons. See the example belowː  

Data Gloss Data Gloss Possessive 
Marker 

Gloss 
 

Possessive 
Pronoun 

Gloss 

ɑihĩ mouth nɑrige PRP. N yɑ DEM. ɑihĩ nɑrige jɑ Narige’s 
mouth 

mbɑketmɑ 
 

fingers   no POSS. mbɑketmɑ no  
 

my fingers 

mbɑketmɑ 
 

fingers nɑrige PRP. N  
yɑ 

 
DEM. 

mbɑketmɑ yɑ 
 

Narige’s 
fingers 

   

4.9. The structure of the noun phrase 

 Almost every adjective and quantifier comes after the head noun. See the examples belowː 

 
a. Orthographic formː psal gishi fandi wa welo nda 

Underlying formː   psal      gishi  fandi  wa     welo nda 

Gloss lineː              shirt       big    one    DET.   red    DEM. 

Free Translationː One red big shirt 

The plural modifiers are quite different from the singular in Mboi Language. For examples in the above 
adjectival qualifying word is [gishi] for ‘big’ qualifying the single shirt, but in the plural of the noun it is 
qualifying the adjective is reduplicated as [ɡìʃí-ɡìʃí]. This is always found in adjective of size. 

b. Orthographic formː  psalzə gishi-gishi fici wa welo nda 

Underlying formː psalzə     gishi-gishi fici         wa   welo nda 

Gloss lineː              shirts           big        two       DET. red   DEM. 

Free Translationː two big red shirts 

 

c. Orthographic formː i psalzə welo mən gishi-gishi fici nu? 

Underlying formː i       psalzə welo mən gishi-gishi fici nu? 

Gloss lineː            It is  shirts  red    which  big       two   QUEST. MRK 

Free translationː which two red big shirts? 

Therefore, this is the structure of Mboi Language Noun Phrase 

HEAD NOUN > ADJ. > QUANTIFIER. > ADJ. > DEM. 
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5. Adpositional Phrases 

The Mboi language has only one adpositional phrase. For the reason of this study let’s look at the 
preposition in Mboi language. 

5.1. Prepositions:  

Prepositions like on, at, in, in English, are marked as H tone on the first syllable of the object of a verb. 
The tone of a word is in most cases is affected when a preposition is made. Also the structure of Mboi 
Language is almost the same with the English Language when it comes to prepositional functioning 
within phrases or sentence. 

a. Orthographic form: a ɗhã ɗa song 

Underlying form: a   ɗhã        ɗa   song 

Gloss line:             he  lives      in     Song (name of place) 

Free Translation: He lives in Song 

b. Orthography formː a kada kala baʒi ya 

Underlying formː  a            kada   kala baʒi ya 

Gloss lineː             3SG.SBJ. V.      PRP. OBJ. DEM. 

Free Translationː he sat beside his friend 

c. Orthography formː ci cima baburumən 

Underlying formː ci   cima baburumə   -n 

Gloss lineː              put on     table         COMPLT. 

Free Translationː put on top of a table 

 

 

d. Orthography formː acen she ayi ɗa wido kra fici 

Underlying formː acen      she             a    yi ɗa   wido       kra     fici 

Gloss lineː             woman   the            she is  in   between men    two 

Free Translationː the woman is between two men 

 

6. Verbal Morphology 

6.1. Tense 
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There are three tenses types in Mboi Language. These are future, present and past tenses 

The future tense is marked with an auxiliary [ɡɑ] M tone or a pronoun ending with [ɑ] for the 1SG. [nɑ] 
and 2SG [nɡɑ] and their plural partners; then the present is identified by a suffix [-n] added to the 
pronoun also M tone then lastly the past tense which is marked with a pronoun then a suffix ‘–n’ is 
added either on the main verb or on the object within a sentence or phrase. 

For examplesː  

Future Tense 

In this tenses case the structure of Mboi Language seems to be unorganised at the 1SG compared to 
English language until restructured but in other parts they work similar to it. See the examples belowː- 

a. Orthography formː kəna ɓug ɑgəna 

Underlying formː kə     na      ɓug ɑgəna 

Gloss lineː             will    I       beat     person 

Free translationː I will beat a person 

 

b. Orthographic formː kənga pad avije 

Underlying formː kə         nga            pad       avije 

Gloss lineː              will      you (SG)    break    door 

Free translationː you will break a door 

 

c. Orthographic formː aga wo yene 

Underlying formː a    ga      wo     yene 

Gloss lineː             he  will   come tomorrow 

Free translationː He will come tomorrow 

 

d. Orthographic formː uga ce skat 

Underlying formː u        ga   ce          skat 

Gloss lineː             they will  cry  the day after tomorrow 

Free translationː they will cry the day after tomorrow 

Looking at the future tense of Mboi Language carefully, it operates the same with English structure. eg 
‘S. V. O.’ 
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Present Tenseː as earlier mentioned above the present is identified by a suffix [-n] added to the 
pronoun and it goes with an M tone. For examplesː 

e. Orthography formː aacenshe an woɗe 

Underlying formː aacen    she a             n                     woɗe 

Gloss lineː               girl      the  3SG  >PRSNT MRK.    Coming 

Free translationː the girl is coming    

Past tenseː The past tense of Mboi Language as discussed on the previous page is marked with a 
pronoun then a suffix ‘–n’ is added either on the main verb or on the object within a sentence or phrase. 
For examplesː 

f. Orthography formː a wodən 

Underlying formː a      wodə          n 

Gloss lineː              she  die >     Completive  

Free translationː she died 

 

g. Orthographic formː ngə biyen 

Underlying formː ngə      biye        -n 

Gloss lineː              you   see    Completive 

Free translationː you have seen 

 

h. Orthographic formː a ɓug abwan 

Underlying formː a        ɓug   abwa          -n 

Gloss lineː              he    beat   dog      Completive 

Free translationː he has beaten a dog. 

7. Aspect 

7.1. Habitualː the Mboi language habitual marker is not different from the present form of it of which it 
is identified by a suffix [-n] added to the pronoun and it goes with an M tone. Secondly, it is sometimes 
marked by adding time factor to show the time of frequent action. e.g  ‘always’ or ‘every day.’  

Now, let’s take for examples the form of it which is identified by a suffix [-n] added to the pronounː-  

a. Orthographic formː nazə won fu yihã 

Underlying formː nazə  wo     -n               fu    yihã 
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Gloss lineː              cows they HBTL.MRK  eat  grass 

Free Translationː cows eat grass 

Looking at the use of the pronoun ‘wo’ for 3PL, it is a change from ‘wu’ or ‘u’ as a result of the action 
attached to it to become ‘wo’ and –‘n’ (action marker) 

Now, let’s briefly consider the example of the one being marked by adding time factor to show the time 
of frequent action e.g.  ‘Always’ or ‘every day. 

b. Orthographic formː an koɗa ndugu ko gamən 

Underlying formː ɑ̄      -n               ko     ɗɑ   biri          ko          ɡɑmən 

Gloss lineː             he HBTL MRK goes  in   market  whichever day 

Free Translationː  he always go to market 

Progressive 

The progressive form in Mboi Language is marked by time ‘recently, now, hitherto’. This shows that the 
action is still in progress. On the other hand, it also uses simple present form by adding a suffix [-n] on a 
subject pronoun. Below is an example of the progressive for more clarificationː- 

a. Orthographic formː agəne woshi ndugu wiwi ɗa sawasa 

Underlying formː ɑɡən     e      wo          shi  nduɡu  wiwi     ɗɑ sɑwɑsɑ 

Gloss lineː             father  my   come     with farm   own it   in   right now 

Free translationː my father is working his farm right now 

Below is an example of the form that uses simple present form by adding a suffix [-n] on a subject 
pronounː 

Orthographic formː aməne yan zug cinam shuwo 

Underlying formː ɑmən       -e        yɑ     -n                  zuɡ cinam shuwo 

Gloss lineː             brother    my    he      PRG MRK.  doing  work domestic 

Free Translationː my brother is doing domestic work 

Completive 

The completive sense in Mboi Language is marked with a  word [bwɑd] as completive word on its own 
but that does not stand alone to give a complete sense until the usage of a suffix [-n] on an object 
receiving the action.  

Lets look at the examples below on how completive sense functions in Mboi language grammarː- 

a. Orthographic formː u bwad wazo ndugun 

Underlying formː  u         bwad   wazo      ndugu    -n 
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Gloss lineː              they finished  weeding  farm  COMP. MRK. 

Free Translationː they finished weeding farm 

b. Orthographic formː nə bwad tam cinam shuwon 

Underlying formː nə bwad        tam cina      -m          shuwo          -n 

Gloss lineː              I    finished doing work   POSS.   domestic     COMP.MRK 

Free Translationː I finished doing home work 

c. Orthographic formː a bwad moiyo suzən 

Underlying formː a     bwad   moiyo   suzə      -n 

Gloss lineː             he finished building house COMP. MRK 

Free Translationː he finished building house 

Incompletive 

The incompletive form of statement in Mboi Language can be identified by verb form used on a normal 
ground. There is nothing tempering with the verb or pronouns used either subject or object. See the 
illustrational examples belowː-   

a. Orthographic formː kaikaya ka bənsə kaihazəmə yene 

Underlying formː kaikaya ka   bənsə kaihazəmə yene 

Gloss lineː              Kaikaya will cook   rice          tomorrow 

Free Translationː Kaikaya will cook rice tomorrow 

b. Orthographic formː a bənsə kaihazəmə ɗe 

Underlying formː a      bənsə kaihazəmə ɗe 

Gloss lineː             she   cook      rice         DET. 

Free Translationː she cook rice 

Orthographic formː kaikaya an sh̃a mbəʒeza ɗe yage acenaje kaniyĩ yã 

Underlying formː kaikaya a          -n     sh̃a mbəʒeza ɗe  yage acena -je kaniyĩ yã 

Gloss lineː             Kaikaya  he   INCMP cook  foods  DET when wife  his  arrives  DET. 

Free Translationː Kaikaya will be cooking food when his wife arrives 

Imperatives 

In Mboi language, a verb, when used alone symbols the imperative. Just as the English case; read! do! 
Comeǃ takeǃ and etc. if a noun is needed in the sentence, the structure becomes <N. Verb.>.  Also, it is 
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observed that imperative is marked by H tone if it has only single syllable and to the words that have 
more than one syllable the H tone falls on the last syllable. However, whichever way, the verb comes 
first except the speaker intends to place emphasis on him himself that a noun or pronoun arrives as a 
head. Then if this occurs, the meaning of the account would rather be ‘I said you should…’ Therefore, 
let’s study an example with the structure, N. Verb. For examples:- 

nəɗə > stopǃ 

kɑwɑ > readǃ 

woǃ > comeǃ 

ɑbɑji ɡɑnɡɑǃ > friend returnǃ 

Subjunctive  

Subjunctive is a grammatical mood, a feature of the utterance that indicates the speaker’s attitude 
towards it.  

a. Orthographic formː uga wo 

Underlying formː u        ga       wo 

Gloss lineː              they should come 

Free Translationː they should come 

b. Orthographic formː uga wo ye 

Underlying formː u          ga      wo     ye 

Gloss lineː              they should come NEG. 

Free Translationː they should not come 

 

c. Orthographic formː aga wo sawasa 

Underlying formː a    ga    wo   sawasa 

Gloss lineː              he will come   now 

Free Translationː he will come now 

 

d. Orthographic formː  aga wo tangsə ye 

Underlying formː   a    ga   wo  tangsə ye 

Gloss lineː               he will come must NEG. 

Free Translationː he must not come 
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Irrealis 

The representations of the events that have not yet happened in Mboi Language are as followsː- 

a. Orthographic formː obozo u go fu kaihazəma                                                          Underlying 
formː obozo     u    go   fu kaihazəma                                                          Gloss lineː             may be  
they will eat  rice                                                                     Free Translationː they may be eating 
rice.  

b. Orthographic formː aga gang tangsa                                                                            

Underlying formː a      ga     gang tangsa 

Gloss lineː              he   will   return must 

Free Translationː he must return 

Interogation 

This portrays questioning speeches. The question marker in Mboi language is mostly at the end of 
the questioning phrase or complete sense group of words. See examples belowː- 

a. Orthigraphic formː u don fu kaihazəmə ɗeu? 

Underlying formː u       don fu     kaihazəmə ɗeu? 

Gloss lineː              they are eating rice        QUEST MRK 

Free Translationː are they eating rice? 

b. Orthigraphic formː ngə ɗou nam nu? 

Underlying formː ngə ɗou nam nu 

Gloss lineː             you like meat QUEST MRK. 

Free Translationː will you like some meat? 

c. Orthigraphic formː ngə wergi nu? 

Underlying formː ngə wergi nu? 

Gloss lineː             you prepare QUEST MRK. 

Free Translationː are you ready? 

Yes-no (polar) questions 

 In Mboi language, it appears that there is no difference between interrogatives and yes-no questions. 
For examplesː 

Data Gloss Yes-No Gloss 
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nɡə werɡi nu? are you ready? Eiye yes 

nɡə ɗou nɑm nu? will you like some meat? ɑwo No 

 

Content Questions 

There are no differences from interrogatives and content questions. The [nu] is always the question 
marker at the end of every questioning statement. For examplesː 

Data Free Translation 

 ngə ko mba gamənu?                               
Underlying formː ngə ko mba gamən -nu? 
Gloss lineː             you go DET. day       QUEST MRK 

when are you going? 

 ngan ko nanu?                                
Underlying formː nga   -n                  ko      na         nu? 
Gloss lineː              you  PROG. MRK  go   where QUEST MRK 

where are you going? 

 ngau ngə ko nəfənu?                               
Underlying formː nga            -u    ngə ko nəfən   nu? 
Gloss lineː             you SG.    are you  go  how   QUEST. MRK 

how are you going? 

 

7.  Verb Classes 

The verb classes of Mboi language are transitive, intransitive and ditransitive. See their examples as 
bellowː 

Transitive Intransitive Ditransitive 

tod kill ɡɑŋɡən returned mən give 
sob wash wodən died cimɑd sent 

hui blow (musical) hɑnjin collapsed wiyod showed 
mei build dəfən spat konɑd collected 

ɡɑng return vurmɑdɗən squeezed  kyõd told 

 

Activities 

This place comprises of the main activities then the states, also achievements and accomplishments. 
Therefore the illustrational examples below give more clarity about themː 

Activities States Achievements Accomplishments 

mei  
 

build ji to be happy pɑdo explore ɡɑŋ 
welwel 

to turn red 

hir dance ɡidɡid to be 
standing 

mene run lo su return 
home 
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wijeɗe blink ɗhɑ̃ɗhɑ̃ to be 
abiding 

tɑ̃ shoot dɑnjin gotten 

tã shoot tyityi to be laying weleb blink hũɡin hidden 

shiki walk kobkob to be 
squatting 

ni stand pɑdən explored 

 

8. Simple Clause (basic word order) 

This place describes possible structures of simple clauses, which include ‘be’- clause and ‘have’-clauses. 
See the examples belowː 

8.1. ‘Be’-clause. The verb ‘to be’ in Mboi language is [ɑ/ ɑn] and rarely use [ʒoi] for ‘will be’. The [ɑ/ɑn] 
has a multiple usage, covering a whole range of meanings like is, am. Also, when a speaker speaks 
negative (not to be or been) it changes to [di]. Below are examplesː 

S. V. ADJ aama ne an ankafike 
ɑamɑ ne ɑn ɑnkɑfike 
ɑamɑ   ne  ɑn ɑnkɑfike 
brother my be soldier 
My brother is a soldier 

S. V. ADJ aama ne ʒoi ankafike 
ɑamɑ ne ʒoi ɑnkɑfike 
ɑamɑ     ne ʒoi        ɑnkɑfike 
brother my will be soldier 
my brother will be a soldier 

S. V. ADJ agəne di anwoʒe ye 
ɑɡəne di ɑnwoʒe ye 
ɑɡəne          dì     ɑnwoʒe ye 
father my is not  farmer 
my father is not a farmer 

8.2. ‘have’-clause 

The ‘have’-clause of Mboi language is identified by a pronoun attached to [shi] meaning ‘to have’. The 
[shi] on its own does not make any meaning close or similar to ‘to have’ until it is attached with the 
subject pronoun or the beneficiary of the ownership within the given context. For examplesː 

S. V. COMPLEMENTIZER avel cen she ma yeshi cimdəzə buzə-wonon 
ɑvel cen she yeshi cimdəzə buzəwonon  
ɑvel cen    she     yeshi cimdəzə buzəwonon  
king female the  has sheep fifty  
the queen has fifty sheep 

 

9. Grammatical Relations 

The grammatical relations between S V DO IO of Mboi language is as followsː 

a. Orthographic formː ngə nad kandawoin 
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Underlying formː nɡə nɑ         -d   kɑndɑwoi   -n 

Gloss lineː              you gave him cocoyam   Completive 

Structure:                S   V     DO     IO 

Free Translationː you gave him cocoyam 

b. Orthographic formː ne nad akhĩn 

Underlying formː ne nɑ   -d    ɑkhĩn 

Gloss lineː              I gave him a calabash 

Structure:            S   V   DO   IO 

Free Translationː I gave him a calabash 

 

c. Orthographic formː ʒei na afenen 

Underlying formː ʒei                  nɑ     ɑfene    -n 

Gloss lineː           he   V.+to me  give  pot      Completive 

Structure:          S     V     DO      V       IO 

Free Translationː he gave the pot to me 

10. Adverbials and Idiophones 

The adverbial are the modifiers of activities taking place. It gives more information on how an event 
occurred. Then idiophone in the same vein is also describing the degree or level of the event occurring. 
The difference between adverbs and idiophones in Mboi language is that an idiophone is an adverb that 
sometimes repeats itself (though not many) with an intensity of description. See the examples below: 

Verb Gloss Idiophone Gloss of Idiophone 
kɑn enter Sədɑk ˧ ˦ slithered 

Ro fell (from high distance) cukuluk ˨ ˦ ˦ plopǃ 
men run ɡekɡek ˨˦ ˨ zigzag 
jifɡɑ shut (of the door) ndəng ˦ gbimǃ 
men run ɓwɑt ɓwɑt ɓwɑt ɓwɑt ˨ 

˨ ˨ ˨ 
gbimǃ gbimǃ gbimǃ 
gbimǃ 

  

11. Focus constructions 

At this stage the researcher describes different strategies for marking different constituents in Mboi 
Language. 

a. Orthographic formː i aakre she todʒe abwa 
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Underlying formː i ɑakre she tod  ʒe    ɑbwɑ 

Gloss lineː          it is man the killed who a dog 

Free Translationː it is the man who killed a dog 

b. Orthographic formː yi abwa she aakre she todadi wa 

Underlying formː yi   ɑbwɑ she    ɑakre she     todɑdi wɑ 

Gloss lineː          it is   dog    the    boy    the     killed DEM. 

Free Translationː it is a dog that the boy killed 

12. Multiclause Construction 

Orthographic formː arigeman nə salsal wu ɓek bənza mba wu hirhirya ba ifi yo su 

Underlying formː ɑriɡemɑn nə sɑsɑl wu   ɓek bənzɑ  mbɑ         wu hirhirjɑ   bɑ     ifi     yo   sú 

Gloss lineː           arigeman and salsal they play songs children they dance   until sun goes home 

Free Translationː Arigeman and Salsal played music and children danced until evening. 

12.1. Coordination 

The coordination in Mboi Language is as followsː 

nə and/with 
fɑndɑ also 
Ko or 

wonwo but 
hɑndɑɡo either 
mwɑ much more 
See the tree illustration belowː 

 

 

 

 

 

 

nə tɑ ndɑro wonwo ɡɑli she todɑde 

                                                       Clause 

                                    Core                               Core 
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                               NP                                       NP 

                      PRO       NOUN      CONJ   NOUN   IND         V       NEG. 

                    nə      tɑ    ndɑro       wonwo ɡɑli        she       todɑd    e 

Gloss lineː    I      shot   antelope but      arrow     the      killed    NEG. 

Free Translationː I shot an antelope but the arrow didn’t kill it 

13. Greetings 

The greetings in Mboi Language as many languages would, it has also differed from time to time. 

a. Orthographic formː tuwo nu? 

Underlying formː tuwo    nu 

Gloss lineː           sleep  QUEST. MRK 

Free Translationː good morning (early morning) 

 

b. Orthographic formː zə kã ni cim nu? 

Underlying formː  zə kã       ni     cim     nu 

Gloss lineː            2PL able wake  up    QUEST MRK 

Free Translationː good morning 

 

c. Orthographic formː ngə kada pal nu 

Underlying formː nɡə     kɑd     pɑl                                 nu 

Gloss lineː           2SG stayed late morning hours    QUEST MRK 

Free Translationː good morning 

 

d. Orthographic formː ngə kad wo nu? 

Underlying formː nɡə   kɑd      wo       nu 

Gloss lineː            2SG stayed noon QUEST MRK 

Free Translationː good afternoon 

 

e. Orthographic formː ngə kad zartə nu? 
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Underlying formː ngə  kad      zartə      nu 

Gloss lineː            2SG stayed evening QUEST MRK 

Free Translationː good evening 

 

f. Orthographic formː ngə kad riyo nu 

Underlying formː nɡə     kɑd         riyo                              nu 

Gloss lineː           2SG     stayed late evening hours  QUEST MRK 

Free Translationː good evening (late evening hours) 

 

g. Orthographic formː zə tafənu bidnu 

Underlying formː zə    tɑfənu bid        nu 

Gloss lineː           2PL    how    night   QUEST MRK 

Free Translationː greetings at early night hours 

 

h. Orthographic formː caka bidnu 

Underlying formː cɑkɑ              bid       nu 

Gloss lineː        longed.2SG/PL  night QUEST MRK 

Free Translationː greetings just before bed 

 

i. Orthographic formː lãã nə cinema 

Underlying formː lãã           nə     cinema 

Gloss lineː           well-done with   work 

Free Translationː greetings while working 

 

j. Orthographic formː shishi 

Underlying formː shishi 

Gloss lineː           sorry 

Free Translationː greeting a suffering party 
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